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5f. WORK UNIT NUMBER • -can optionally range from simple/fast/approximate to highly complex/accurate.
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION NAME(S) AND ADDRESS(ES)
-appropriately treats conventional as well as unconventional configurations.
-may readily be used by junior/moderately skilled as well as senior/highly skilled analysts.
-is both practical in configuration assessment as well as serves as a research tool for advanced concepts/environments.
-may readily grow and change as new features and methodologies become available in the future.
-has a high level of GUI features to facilitate its use by any skill level analyst.
The above goals are not necessarily conflicting if the architecture has been planned and executed properly. The Aerojet plan does just that.
The Aerojet Approach
Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited The Aerojet Approach (Continued)
• The core of the approach is an accurate, flexible, and powerful CFD code (MaxS) which permits the user to select the level of physics sophistication while simultaneously selecting the discretization level appropriate to the user's current task needs.
• To the CFD core we are adding advanced physics models for complex chemistry, particulate treatments, and sophisticated boundary layer analyses.
• The GUI has been expanded such that various physics models and features can be easily selected. Pertinent data for various gases, particulates, and other material properties are archived to reduce the required input for a given problem to minimal levels.
• The pre-existing flexible geometric capability has been expanded to permit the consideration of moving boundaries such as regression, erosion, gimbal motion, as well as structural deformations.
Model Flexibility
• Gas properties description: tabular/equilibrium/finite rate • Grid definition: MaxS/PATRAN/FLUENT/STEP (any source)
• Boundary layer: CFD to the wall or specialized analyses which optionally may be employed within the core analysis or as post processing features.
• Particulate effects: various models are selectable to govern particle behavior.
• 
Aluminum Combustion and Particle Size Distribution
• The key to both aluminum combustion and particle size distribution is being able to model the size of the aluminum agglomerate coming off the surface of the propellant.
• Current engineering state of the art for agglomeration models are the "analytic" pocket models of Kovalev or Cohen, or empirical fits to measured data such as Hermsen's correlation in SPP.
• The detailed models of Beckstead, Babuk, UIUC CSAR, and others are not suitable for 3-D CFD solutions due to excessive computational requirements.
• Models of the D 2 type for burning Aluminum are required.
Beckstead's and Hermsen's models are likely candidates. Both models require the initial Al particle size and the local concentration of oxidizing species.
Data Requirements for Agglomeration Models

Kovalev's Model
Kovalev, O. B., "Motor and Plume Particle Size Prediction in Solid-Propellant Rocket Motors," Journal of Propulsion and Power, vol. 18, no. 6, Nov.-Dec. 2002 , pp. 1199 -1210 Distributed Combustion
• Thermochemistry -Gas phase transport properties as well as the concentrations of oxidizing species are required to track burning droplets.
-For computational efficiency, tables of equilibrium properties need to be prepared. The independent variables for the table look-up are the amount of unburned Al, amount of Al 2 O 3 , elemental composition of the gas phase, and two independent thermodynamic properties, e. g., P and T. Initially, the table look-up model will consider gas phase composition to depend only on amount of unburned Al.
• The conservation equations provide no information regarding an appropriate distribution.
If there is no gas present, it is obvious that a Lagrangian point of departure would allow no backward communication.
The following distribution approach satisfies that observation. 
